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My professional history: 
 

 Born and raised in the United States 
 1994-1996 : Studied writing and psychology at the University of Colorado 
 Early jobs: assistant clerk in a wine cellar, “Vin de Vie,” and receptionist in a travel agency, “Forest Lake Travel” 
 Moved to the Dordogne area of France in 1998 
 Obtained a certificate of bilingualism from the “Académie de Bordeaux” in 2001  
 Worked as bilingual guide for the Domme tourist board (participated in international documentaries; created 

bilingual soundtracks for visitors), then as tour guide for the British tour operators “Caravan Safari Holidays” 
 2004 : Technical degree in International Sales Administration at "Ecole Jean Mace,” Toulouse 
 During and after this training, worked as export assistant and interpreter at “ Transplumes” (luxury texiles export 

based in the Corrèze); assignments in Germany, Canada, the United States and Russia 
 2005- 2010, Manager of the “Causses et Vézère” tourist board  
 2006: Began freelance translation as a secondary job; won second place in the ProZ.com “Tourism and Travel” 

translation contest  
 Full-time freelance translating since 2010 

Books translated in 2011: 
 Michelin Weekend Guide to Prague 2011  
 Michelin Green Guide to China 2011, sections “Hong Kong” and “Macau” 
 NLP and Magic by Benoît Campana (and magician-oriented newsletters by Mathieu Bich)  
 Cooperation on translation of Gold Périgord , Périgord ambassador’s guide 

 

Tourist guides translated in 2011:  
 Tourist guide and interactive Smartphone guide for the Vézère valley 
 Presentation of the Périgord Noir for the “Rendez-Vous en France” exhibition 

 

Websites translated in 2011: 
 For a bed-and-breakfast: www.domainedesormeaux.com  
 For a 4-star campsite: www.le-paradis.fr 
 For a camper van equipment supplier: www.nomadevasion.com 

 

Examples of translations for agencies in 2011 (under confidentiality contract): 
 Menus for gourmet restaurants and a large chain of American restaurants 
 Interactive screen presentation for a prestigious hotel 
 Museography for a national museum in France 
 Wine labels, website for a large wine group in the Burgundy region; training program on gourmet food and wine  
 Hiking circuit descriptions and tourist guides of accommodations and sights in several regions of France 
 Presentation of marketing innovations for a cookware group 
 Training session presentation on managing international teams 
 Satisfaction questionnaire for professional clients of laboratory equipment 
 Comic strips of well-known cartoon characters for a water ecology association 

 

Current projects:  
 Travel writing for an English language magazine on the Dordogne (to be published)  
 Sight descriptions in English for the tour operator website www.ginosi.com 

Use of SDL Trados Studio 2009  
Approximately 3000 words per day translated 

Your choice of American or British English 
Member of the ProZ.com Certified Pro Network 

Blog: www.versdautreshorizons.com 
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